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COMbricks - Permanent monitoring & logging for PROFIBUS
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2. Monitoring

COMbricks™ - The first PROFIBUS and PROFINET-based automation system that unites
network components, permanent monitoring with ProfiTrace and remote I/O.
COMbricks is a modular system that allows a mix of automation components on a
backplane. Repeater modules can be inserted next to a PROFIBUS slave and at the
same time, in a webbrowser over Ethernet, the condition of the installation can be
remotely inspected with ProfiTrace OE.

Permanent monitoring,
logging and emailing
Permanent and simultaneous monitoring of 4
PROFIBUS networks is a powerful feature of
COMbricks. Global projects and a shortage of
(qualified) technical staff members are causing
significant capacity problems.
COMbricks offers a solution by remotely monitoring PROFIBUS installations over the Internet and
alerting the user by email.
 A web server with a ProfiTrace shell visualises
the information in an understandable format
(ProfiTrace OE). Because of the web
browser, additional software is NOT
required and a constant connection
with a PC to the COMbricks is NOT
necessary.
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 The monitoring and logging is performed by
the repeater modules which are inserted in the
backplane. COMbricks is the first system that
has integrated the busmonitor in the network
components. Deploying COMbricks repeaters for
regular automation means an automatic availability of ProfiTrace OE.

 Email messages provide real-time alerts
should malfunctions be detected in the
PROFIBUS installation. These can be relatively
set up through the web server.
 A brand new functionality within ProfiTrace
OE is the device location detection. It gives a
detailed overview of on which repeater segment the devices are installed.

Applications

Cross border installations
Inaccessible networks
Long commissioning and test cycles
High availability networks
Robot cells
Traffic control installations
Water treatment
Offshore installations
24-7 service contracts
The minimum configuration is
a Head Station and repeater
module.
The repeater module does not
have to be used as a repeater.
Like a regular device, it can be
easily connected to the installation for monitoring.
It can either be permanently
installed or removed when it
has served its purpose.
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Monitoring of 4
PROFIBUS networks
Simultaneous monitoring of 4 PROFIBUS networks is a perfect innovation of COMbricks. The
user can simply connect surrounding PROFIBUS
networks and every network can be set at a
unique baudrate.
The modular technology of COMbricks enables
the network to be monitored when multiple
repeater modules are installed. All transparent
messages from the backplane are constantly
analysed.

Product features

Simultaneous monitoring of 4 PB networks
Up to 10 repeater modules (20 channels)
Hotswap and extendible
Web server with ProfiTrace functionality
Logging of all events
Email alerts
Ethernet connection
24 V redundant power connector
DIN-rail mounting / IP 20
Troubleshooting
The user can detect a wide range of bus faults
and analyse statistics through the web server,
email alerts and the log.

10 Repeater modules with 2 channels each
(20 galvanic isolated segments in total) can be
inserted into the backplane.
Using DIP switches or the web server, repeater
modules can be assigned to a network group,
which ensures isolated communication from
the repeaters that are assigned to different
networks.

Failure of devices (lost and syncs)
Retries
Corrupted messages
Diagnostic messages
Protocol errors
Configuration and parameter errors
Identification of all available devices

Web server functions
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20 PC/laptop/mobile phone connections
Live List
Statistics
Record telegrams
Device location detection
PROFIBUS and COMbricks logs
Email alert service settings
PROFIBUS network administration
IP-number and access address settings
Module diagnostics
Module settings
Administrator and user passwords

Built for the future

And much more.....

COMbricks allows you to remotely monitor
your PROFIBUS installations from anywhere in
the world and will alert you if any faults arise
or are likely to arise. It is a brand new method
of diagnosing and designing networks in an era
where there is a shortage of (qualified) technical
staff and a huge amount of pressure on system
availability.

The bus redundancy technology of the repeater
modules is very advanced. A redundant system
can be built using 10 parallel cables. Most suppliers only allow 2 cables.

The combination of network components and
monitoring makes this product an ideal choice
for organisations where asset management is
paramount. It will also raise awareness amongst
technical staff because the installation becomes
understandable and predictable.
Monitoring does NOT require additional and
frustrating software installations on the PC. As it
is accessible through a web browser, most platforms - including mobile phones - are compatible
with COMbricks.
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Apart from the repeater modules there is
also a fibre optic module and currently under
development is an RS 485-IS, a wireless and
powerpack module for standalone and UPS
functionality.
COMbricks can also handle PROFIBUS and
PROFINET slave modules that control output
modules or read sensors from input modules.
The I/O and slave modules can be mixed with
the repeater modules on the backplane.
The creation of stable automation hubs that can
be used to compile a user defined functionality
is the future of industrial automation.
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